TWEETS: BLACK LIVES MATTER

Janet Mock
@janetmock

The wounds are not "old." They never fade. They are present. They are real. They have not healed. #blacklivesmatter
9:40 PM - 24 Nov 2014

Reina Gossett
@reinagossett

Everyday I'm reminded this system isn't broke, it was built this way. Love my people who take it apart brick by brick
#BlackLivesMatter
9:41 PM - 24 Nov 2014

Black Lives Matter
@Bilklivesmatter

Demanding political change for black lives:
Voices usat.ly/2b1FXMd via @aliciagarza
1:06 PM - 10 Aug 2016
Divest from institutions that criminalize Black people; invest in our education, health & safety.

policy.m4bl.org/invest-divest/

#Vision4BlackLives